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Introduction

Anisotropy in the relativistic heavy-ion collisions
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Directed flow of charged hadrons as
a function of pseudorapidity. The measurements of v1{EP1, EP2}
(circles; centrality 20–60%) agree with the published results of v1{3}
(stars; centrality 10–70%).

be close to zero near midrapidity. First, the analysis was
done successfully on simulated data containing a fixed v1.
For real data, using random subevents in the two FTPCs to
determine !FTPC1

1 and !FTPC2
1 in Eq. (2), the results are in

agreement with the published measurements obtained by the
three-particle cumulant method v1{3} [23,24], as shown in
Fig. 2. Recently, PHOBOS has also reported [29] v1 values
using a two-particle correlation method. Although we approx-
imately agree at η = 4.0, they have finite values at η = 2.5–3.0,
whereas ours are close to zero, as can be seen for ours in
Fig. 2.

The sign of v2 determines whether the elliptic flow is in
plane or out of plane. Although the sign of v2 had been
determined to be positive from three particle correlations [23],
the above new method for v1 allows another method based on
the sign of v2

1v2. Because v2
1 is always positive, the sign of

v2
1v2 determines the sign of v2.

Averaged over centralities 20–60% we measure v2
1 × v2 in

Fig. 3 to be (2.38 ± 0.99) × 10−5. This is only a 2.4 sigma
effect and if 10% systematic errors are assumed based on
Sec. V for both v1 and v2 this becomes a 2.2 sigma effect. Only
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The product of v2
1 and v2. The shaded

band is the mean value of this quantity with its error, averaged over
centralities 20–60%. Because this quantity is positive, elliptic flow is
measured to be in plane.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Charged hadron v2 vs. pt for the centrality
bins (bottom to top) 5 to 10% and in steps of 10% starting at 10, 20,
30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 up to 80%. The solid lines are blast-wave fits.

the midcentrality bins are averaged because in this centrality
region the expected nonflow contributions are much smaller
than for the more central and peripheral bins. Therefore, with
these caveats, the sign of v2 is confirmed to be positive: in-
plane elliptic flow.

B. Elliptic flow, v2

There have been many elliptic flow results from RHIC.
STAR has extensive systematics that we present and compare
to the other experiments. Many of the graphs contain blast-
wave model fits that are discussed under Sec. VI D. We present
data separately for the central rapidity region, the forward
region, and for high pt .

1. The central region

The v2(pt ) values for charged hadrons for individual cen-
tralities are shown in Fig. 4 with blast-wave fits performed as-
suming that all charged hadrons have the mass of the pion. The
data are well reproduced by the blast-wave parametrization
when pt is below 1 GeV/c. Above this limit, the contribution
of protons in the charged hadron sample becomes significant
and changes with centrality, which challenges the pion mass
assumption. Furthermore it has been found that hydrodynamic
flow may not be applicable above 1 GeV/c, especially for
light particles, as new phenomena such as hadronization by
recombination may become significant [30].

Although all the data presented in this article were collected
using the full magnetic field (0.5 T) of the STAR detector,
some data were also collected using half the magnetic field.
Below 0.5 GeV/c the half-field v2 values are lower, especially
for the more central collisions. These are regions where the
v2 values are small. Adding the absolute value of 0.0025 to
the half-field v2(pt ) data brought the two sets of data into
approximate agreement in this pt range. This additive value

014904-6
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Elliptic flow in small collisional system
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FIG. 3. | Measured vn(pT ) in three collision systems compared to models. a, Measured vn(pT ) in the 0-5% most
central p+Au collisions compared to models. b, Measured vn(pT ) in the 0-5% most central d+Au collisions compared to models.
c, Measured vn(pT ) in the 0-5% most central 3He+Au compared to models. Each point in a-c represents an average over pT
bins of width 0.2 GeV/c to 0.5 GeV/c; black circles are v2, black diamonds are v3. The solid red (dashed blue) curves in a-c
represent hydrodynamic predictions of vn from sonic (iEBE-VISHNU). The solid green curves in a-c represent initial-state
momentum correlation postdictions of vn from MSTV.

model and the same specific ⌘/s strongly supports the
hydrodynamic picture.
The hydrodynamic calculations shown in Fig. 3 use ini-

tial conditions generated from a nucleon Glauber model.
However, initial geometries with quark substructure do
not significantly change the "2 and "3 values for high
multiplicity p/d/3He+Au collisions [32, 33] and thus the
hydrodynamic results should be relatively insensitive to
these variations.
While we have focused on hydrodynamical models

here, there is an alternative class of models that also
translate initial spatial eccentricity to final state par-
ticle azimuthal momentum anisotropy. Instead of hy-
drodynamic evolution, the translation occurs via parton-
parton scattering with a modest interaction cross section.
These parton transport models, for example A Multi-
Phase Transport (ampt) Model [34], are able to capture
the system ordering of vn at low-pT in small systems [35],
but fail to describe the pT dependence and overall mag-
nitude of the coe�cients for all systems resulting in a
p-value consistent with zero when compared to the data
shown here. We have additionally analyzed ampt follow-
ing the identical PHENIX event plane method and find
even worse agreement with the experimental data.
While the initial geometry models for the d+Au and

3He+Au are largely constrained by our detailed under-
standing of the 2- and 3-body nucleon correlations in the
deuteron and 3He nuclei, respectively, the distribution of
deposited energy around each nucleon-nucleon collision
site could result in an ambiguity between the allowed
ranges of the ⌘/s and the broadening of the initial distri-
bution, as pointed out in Ref. [13]. However, a broader

distribution of deposited energy results in a significant
reduction of the "2 values and an even greater reduc-
tion of "3, with by far the largest reduction in the p+Au
system. Here again, the simultaneous constraints of the
elliptic and triangular flow ordering eliminates this am-
biguity.
Our experimental data also rule out the initial-state

correlations scenario where color domains are individu-
ally resolved as the dominant mechanics for creating v2
and v3 in p/d/3He+Au collisions. After our results be-
came publicly available, a new calculation was presented
in Ref. [37], hereafter referred to as MSTV, where the or-
dering of the measured vn values matches the experimen-
tal data. This calculation posits that gluons from the Au
target do not resolve individual color domains in the pro-
jectile p/d/3He and interact with them coherently, and
thus the ordering does not follow Eq. 4. The calculations
are shown in Fig. 3, and yield a p-value for the MSTV
calculations of v2 and v3 for the three collision systems of
e↵ectively zero, in contradistinction to the robust values
found for the hydrodynamic models. Another key state-
ment made by MSTV – that in the dilute-dense limit the
saturation scale Q2

s is proportional to the number of pro-
duced charged particles – is questionable [38], but also
leads the MSTV authors to make a clear prediction that
the v2 will be identical between systems when selecting
on the same event multiplicity. Shown in Fig. 4 are the
previously published d+Au (20-40%) and p+Au (0-5%)
v2 where the measured mean charged particle multiplic-
ities (dNch/d⌘) match [36]. The results do not support
the MSTV prediction of an identical v2 for these two sys-
tems at the same multiplicity, while the di↵erences in v2

Elliptic flow in small collisional system

PHENIX, arXiv:1805.02973

Excellent agreement between hydrodynamics approach and 
light hadron flow harmonics at both RHIC and LHC

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1672133
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Elliptic flow in small collisional system
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Figure 8. Transverse-momentum dependent v2 for J/ψ (red band) and ψ(2S) (blue band) at mid-
rapidity in high-multiplicity p-Pb(8.16TeV) collisions within the elliptic fireball model, compared
to ALICE and CMS data [22, 23].

to light hadrons, while for the ψ(2S), due to its small binding, almost any interaction can

lead to break-up.

5 Conclusion

In the present work, we have extended our transport approach for in-medium quarkonia

in heavy-ion collisions to calculate J/ψ and ψ(2S) production in small collision systems

at RHIC (d-Au) and the LHC (p-Pb). Cold-nuclear-matter effects estimated from nu-

clear parton distribution functions are combined with final-state effects treated within

a rate-equation framework for an expanding fireball including dissociation and regener-

ation reactions in the QGP and hadronic phase. Our calculations provide a generally

fair description of the measured centrality and transverse-momentum dependent nuclear

modification factors measured in different rapidity regions, which differ in their CNM and

hot-nuclear matter effects (some tension with data was found in the 8.16TeV backward-

rapidity RpA(Ncoll)). This supports an interpretation where the J/ψ observables are mostly

dominated by CNM effects while the loosely bound ψ(2S) is subject to substantial suppres-

sion in the hot fireballs with initial temperatures of about 200-300MeV and lifetimes of up

to 4 fm. We also investigated the elliptic flow of J/ψ and ψ(2S). In our setup, a nonzero

v2 results entirely from final-state interactions in the elliptic fireball. Since the final-state

suppression (and regeneration) especially for the J/ψ is small, which is compatible with

the small hot-matter effects on the RpA, the resulting v2 is also small, not more than 2%

(and larger, up to 5%, for the ψ(2S)); this disagrees with the large signal observed in the

LHC data. We are therefore forced to conclude that this signal must be in large part due

to initial-state (or pre-equilibrium) effects not included in our approach. This situation

appears to be part of a bigger picture where the nuclear modification factor of hadrons,

e.g., D-mesons, shows little deviation from one while the v2 is appreciable.

– 13 –

Du, Rapp, arXiv:1808.10014

 FSI only provides a small fraction of v2 for J/ψ mesons
 heavy meson v2 cannot come from Final State Interaction alone

CMS-PAS-HIN-18-010, 2018

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1673581
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Elliptic flow in pA collisions

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1717478
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1781920
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Zhang, et al, 2019, 2020

Elliptic flow in pA collisions
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 Initial state effect offers a competitive explanation for v2 in small system

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1717478
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1781920
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Elliptic flow in UPC

Ultra-Peripheral Collisions = Photon-Nucleus Collisions
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Figure 16: Charged-particle flow coe�cients E2 (left) and E3 (right) in photonuclear events with 20 < #
rec
ch  60,

reported as a function of particle ?T. The vertical error bars and colored boxes represent the statistical and total
systematic uncertainties, respectively. The photonuclear data points are positioned at the average ?T value in each
interval.
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interval. The data are compared with the analogous measurements in ?? collisions at 13 TeV and ?+Pb collisions at
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These photonuclear data are the same as in Figure 16 but with di�erent y-axes ranges to allow comparison with
additional data and theoretical predictions.
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ATLAS, arXiv:2101.10771high multiplicity events
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Elliptic flow in UPC

UPC: γ exchange

partonic state
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The pT -di↵erential elliptic flow coe�-
cient v2(pT ) of charged hadrons in p+Pb and �⇤+Pb collisions
from the 3d-glauber+music+urqmd simulations are com-
pared to ATLAS data [24, 50]. The v2(pT ) are calculated us-
ing the Scalar-Product method by imposing |�⌘| > 2 between
the particle of interest and the reference charged hadrons in
�2.5 < ⌘ < 2.5 and 0.5 < pT < 5.0 GeV (0.4 < pT < 2.0
GeV) for p+Pb (�⇤+Pb) collisions.

(3+1)D simulations when quantitatively studying collec-
tivity in small collision systems, and demonstrates that
the elliptic flow hierarchy between �⇤+Pb and p+Pb col-
lisions alone can not distinguish whether initial-state mo-
mentum anisotropies [38] or geometry dependent final-
state e↵ects are the dominant sources of anisotropies in
these small systems.

Our model predicts that triangular flow in �⇤+Pb col-
lisions is smaller than that in p+Pb collisions at the same
charged hadron multiplicity, again because of the larger
longitudinal decorrelation. Consequently, the ordering of
v3{2} between �⇤+Pb and p+Pb collisions in our model
is opposite to the ATLAS data, which shows a larger
v3{2} in �⇤+Pb collisions. The magnitude of v3{2} in
�⇤+Pb collisions may be sensitive to vector meson’s de-
tailed substructure fluctuations.

Figure 4 shows our model comparison for the charged
hadron pT -di↵erential elliptic flow v2(pT ) with the AT-
LAS measurements in 20 < Nch < 60 and Nch > 60
�⇤+Pb and p+Pb collisions [24, 50]. Our v2(pT ) result
for the Nch > 60 events in p+Pb collisions agrees excel-
lently with the ALTAS data, marking a good baseline to
study the v2(pT ) in �⇤+Pb collisions. Comparing this
result with the one from the 20 < Nch < 60 multiplic-
ity bin of p+Pb collisions, we see a sizable suppression
of v2(pT ) for pT > 1GeV in the lower multiplicity bin
because of a shorter fireball lifetime.

The v2(pT ) in �⇤+Pb collisions in the same 20 < Nch <
60 multiplicity bin is 10-15% smaller than the p+Pb
v2(pT ) across all pT values because of the larger longitudi-
nal decorrelation with the reference flow angle in �⇤+Pb
collisions. Our model prediction agrees reasonably well
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The pT -di↵erential elliptic flow coef-
ficient v2(pT ) of charged hadrons in �⇤+Pb collisions from
the 3d-glauber+music+urqmd simulations with di↵erent
photon virtualities are compared to the ATLAS data [24].

with the ATLAS data for pT < 2.0 GeV. The ATLAS
UPC v2(pT ) decreases quickly as pT increases above 1.6
GeV. This behavior is not seen in our calculations. For
pT above 2 GeV, other physics processes, such as quark
recombination, start to be important for anisotropic flow
coe�cients [15, 54].
Finally, we explore the sensitivity of v2(pT ) to the vec-

tor meson transverse size in �⇤+Pb collisions. Because
in the experiment the incoming �⇤’s virtuality Q2 fluc-
tuates from event to event, the projectile vector meson’s
average size also fluctuates as it is inversely proportional
to Q2. This adds to the geometric fluctuations result-
ing from the random positions of the two hot spots (at
fixed average size). We estimate the uncertainty on the
final v2(pT ) from such Q2 fluctuations by running sim-
ulations at di↵erent values of Q2. Figure 5 shows that
vector mesons with large virtuality result in smaller ellip-
tic flow coe�cients because there is less transverse space
for the geometry to fluctuate and the average elliptici-
ties are smaller. Increasing the virtuality from 0.04GeV2

to 0.25GeV2, the v2(pT ) in �⇤+Pb decreases monoton-
ically (We remind the reader that te default value is
Q2 = 0.0625GeV2). The overall relative variation is
about 30%. Future experiments at an Electron-Ion Col-
lider will provide direct access to the photon’s virtuality.
Therefore, one will be able to systematically test the pre-
dictions from the hydrodynamic framework by measuring
elliptic anisotropies for di↵erent photon virtualities.

4. Summary. In this letter, we have carried out the first
dynamical (3+1)D simulations that quantitatively study
the collectivity in p+Pb and ultra-peripheral Pb+Pb col-
lisions at LHC energies within the relativistic hydrody-
namic approach. Because these asymmetric collision sys-
tems do not have any reasonably wide rapidity window

Zhao, Shen, Schenke, arXiv:2203.06094
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Figure 16: Charged-particle flow coe�cients E2 (left) and E3 (right) in photonuclear events with 20 < #
rec
ch  60,

reported as a function of particle ?T. The vertical error bars and colored boxes represent the statistical and total
systematic uncertainties, respectively. The photonuclear data points are positioned at the average ?T value in each
interval.
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Figure 17: Charged-particle flow coe�cients E2 (left) and E3 (right) in photonuclear events with 20 < #
rec
ch  60,

reported as a function of particle ?T. The vertical error bars and colored boxes represent the statistical and total
systematic uncertainties, respectively. The photonuclear data points are positioned at the average ?T value in each
interval. The data are compared with the analogous measurements in ?? collisions at 13 TeV and ?+Pb collisions at
5.02 TeV for # rec

ch � 60 [5]. The E2 data are also compared with a CGC-based theory calculation from Ref. [31].
These photonuclear data are the same as in Figure 16 but with di�erent y-axes ranges to allow comparison with
additional data and theoretical predictions.
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Elliptic flow at EicC
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Elliptic flow at EicC
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Shi, et al, arXiv: 2008.03569
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Summary
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Initial state effect offers a competitive explanation for v2 in small 
collisional systems

Elliptic flow can be observed in low Q2, high multiplicity events 
at the future EicC.



The End


